
NEOMEGA EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

APPLICATION

 
Hello!

We’re looking for creative, imaginative, and passionate leadership. It’s not all about design,

and it’s not all about ordering people around. It’s about finding out how things work, gaining

expertise, taking on challenges, listening, caring and so many other things. Above all, you

must be a great communicator across numerous spectra. Take the time to answer the

questions listed below in detail, and either share the creative components via

mmarquez@c-vusd.org or print copies [color if required]. Please provide REAL and

concrete examples. Strut your stuff and know why you did what you did. You will be

evaluated based upon your responses and then interviewed using this data and the source

material for further discussion. Your first step is to meet a deadline!

 

Due March 30, 2020
1.Provide a detailed plan exploring and explaining how you would handle yearbook. How would you

deal with conflicts, plan ahead, avoid problems by being proactive, engage people in both

stretching and struggling through weaknesses and deficiencies. How you see yourself as editor

and how you see the role itself...

2.Describe what kind of communicator you are. How well do you accept criticism? Describe a

situation in which you had to adjust your thinking and ideas to get something done and improve

the quality of something.

3.Discuss the BEST or most SATISFYING experience this year in yearbook and explain why.

4.What is the biggest obstacle you think the staff encountered this year? What are your ideas to

make that better next year?

5.What is your vision for the yearbook next year?

6.Explain how you work through frustrating or uncomfortable situations. Provide at least one

example.

7.Discuss the importance of deadlines and how you manage and work with and through them.

8.Lastly,provide a sample spread [you can use eDesign, InDesign, PhotoShop, PageMaker, or any

program you desire] that highlights ALL of your talents and abilities. You can provide up to four

pages.

 

 

 


